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PMC Introduces Two New Products at SPFA 2019
LAKEWOOD, NJ – March 15, 2019 – Whatever the industry, whatever you’re selling, the most critical part of
managing a business is LISTENING to your customers. Polyurethane Machinery Corporation (PMC) knows
this and proved it as one of the premier sponsors at this year’s SPFA Convention in Daytona, Florida. PMC
has set the industry standard for producing high quality products with solid reliable performance while
always maintaining an unrivaled level of customer service. Based on significant field research, testing and
vital feedback from their partners, PMC has taken the initiative to introduce two new product series – the
PF/PFX-1600 Pneumatic Proportioner for Foam and Coatings and the PHd/PHdX-2 Smart Machines with
Data Logging. Both of these new introductions offer an alternative for entry-level and seasoned
applicators. They address the needs for affordability, efficiency, design and safety.
The PF/PFX-1600 was developed with a goal of having the lowest air and power requirements possible
while achieving the material flow and temperature needed for residential foam application. PMC
engineers utilized the most current pneumatic motor design and digitally-controlled heating configurations
to create a machine that requires just 15-20 scfm @100 psi, the maximum hose length is 310’.
PF/PFX-1600 does not need much space either and is built with smaller rig and truck sizes in mind. It is
mobile and a true production machine, capable of replacing the machines in the industry that require
material recirculation for proper heating. . It has 4 heat options depending on the requirements of the
environment. The high efficiency hybrid heat configuration and hose heat are controlled digitally to
maintain optimum temperature control over the chemical system.
The other new product introductions are the PHd/PHdX-2 Machines with Data Logging. This “SMART”
product line is a new category for PMC. These machines will keep records of the temperature, pressure,
material usage and will also automatically shut down when set parameters are exceeded. This product is
targeted to launch in second quarter of 2019.
In true tradition, PMC’s convention booth was bustling with visitors. Guests were able to enjoy a spacious
and inviting exhibit, designed in their signature blue and silver theme. Visitors were able to walk through
comfortably, experience product demonstrations and engage in meaningful discussions with the PMC
sales team, technical support team and top executives.
PMC also provided their mobile showroom trailer for the SPFA PCP Certification training and testing. The
PMC rig showcased a PH-40 proportioner, hoses and PX-7 guns for the trainings. There was a lot of interest
from people walking through the demonstration area as it provided the ideal situation to see equipment
actually running. Most were very impressed as PMC machines run very quietly, don’t vibrate and are
hydraulically driven units with solid-state reversing. You know it’s a quality made item when you see the
PMC label on Plural component spray products.
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Polyurethane Machinery Corporation (PMC) manufactures equipment and accessories for use in the
urethane industry. At PMC, the service does not stop with the sale. PMC provides its customers with
outstanding sales and technical service through a worldwide network of distributors.
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